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All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Rishikesh -249203
Department of AnaesthesiologY

Letter No. : Al I MS/Rksh/Ana esthl2022l Date: 071031202'l

To, 
'

Procurement Officer

AllMS, Rishikesh.

Subject - Urgent demand of accessories of Anaesthesia Workstation.

Dear Sir,

This is to bring your kind attention that we required accessories of 20 Anaesthesia work station

(Primus) for Annual kindly procure the following items on urgent basis for smooth functioning

of operation theatres.

Thanking You

Regards,

rDr. SaniaY Agrawal

Dr Sanjay

Professor & Head

Department of AnaesthesiologY.

S.N ITEM NAME
REQUIRED

QTY
Unit Price TOTAL

Amount

1 SPO2 SENSOR ADULT 20 8,000 1,60,000

2 ECG -5 LEAD 20 17,352 3,07,040

3 TEMPRATURE PROBE NASAL ADULT 10 17,213 1,72,130

4 TEMPRATURE PROBE SKIN ADULT 10 20,421 2,04,210

5 BIS SENSOR 4 BOXES 46 563 1,86,252

b BIS SENSOR PEAD 2 BOXES 50,625 1,01,250

7 WATER LOCK 20 BOXES 23,309 4,66,180

8 SAMPLE LINE SET 20 BOXES 2811 56,220

9 NIBP CUFF M 40 2,920 1 ,1 6,800

10 BLUE SET ANAESTHESIA (ADULT) 15 pcs 36086 5,41,290

'|-1 D/S ANAESTHESIA CIRCUIT 1000 pcs 650 6,50,000

Grand Total Cost 29,61,342

.i. GST extra as apPlicable
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I
AIIMS RISHIKESH

INDENT FOR PURCHASE OF STORES
(FORM P-2)

1. Please fill a separate form for each item
2. Please fill completely in triplicate. lncomplete forms and those with illegible writing

may not be accePted.

S.N ITEM NAME
REQUIRED

QTY

Unit Price TOTAL

Amount

1 SPO2 SENSOR ADULT 20 8,000 1,60,000

2 ECG.5 LEAD 20 17,352 3,07,040

3 TEMPRATURE PROBE NASAL ADULT 10 17,213 1,72,130

4 TEMPRATURE PROBE SKIN ADULT 't0 20.421 2,04,210

5 BIS SENSOR 4 BOXES 46,563 1,86,252

6 BIS SENSOR PEAD 2 BOXES 50,625 1,01,250

7 WATER LOCK 20 BOXES 23,309 4,66,180

8 SAMPLE LINE SET 20 BOXES 2811 56,220

9 NIBP CUFF M 40 2,920 1,16,800

10 BLUE SET ANAESTHESIA (ADULT) 1 Spcs 36086 5,41,290

11 D/S ANAESTHESIA CIRCUIT 1000 pcs 650 6,50,000

Grand Total Cost 29,61,342

.i. GST extra as applicable

3. For equipment. please provide the followinq information

Detailed description of the actual use of the equipment

ls the equipment to be used for patient care of research:

lf both, state % of time to be used for patient care: % of time to be used for

research

ls this/ similar equipment already available in the department?

When purchased? Cost at that time: Present functional status:

Tests/ procedures done on this equipment in last year.

Revenue generated by this equipment in last year:

lf yes, what is the justification for this purchase?

ls this/similar equipment available in any other department in the lnstitute?

lf yes, what is the justification for this purchase?
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Description of stocks available - First Time Purchase
When was it last purchased?
Source
TesU procedures done in this period:
Revenue generated in this period:
Average annual consumption

ln what quantity?

Shelf life
Period for which this purchase will last Number of tests likely to be done with this quantity:

5. For furniture, please provide the following information:

Exact location and use
Existing furnlture at that place
Justification for this purchase
Possible sources (name all sources you know) from where item may be obtained (name,
address, phone no, fax no, email, etc of contact person)

Mhn
",1 4W.t-oT)

HEAD OF DEPARTMETN

Stam :.Irg..g1{3lg.rDr..Sanjay Agrawal
e+sr4,frderr hilT hqn

Professor of Anaesthesiology
(w, ffi$sr74ilMS, Rishikesh

Signature....

H-ota.
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For use of Central Store

Details of last purchase of this item 4, {rv-o C +" @

Store Keeper
Date

Store Technical Assistant
Date

Store Purchase Officer
Date

7. For use of Purchase Section

Method of purchase recommended:
Single tender/ limited tender/ open tender/ Dl/UP-CMSD/DGS&D Rate Running
Contract/ Local Cash Purchase

JD MM

Date
Tender/ Enquiry No.

Supply Order No.
Date
Date

lndentor/Deptt
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P-3 Form

(to be attached with P-2 form for Proprietary Item)

AIIMS Rishikesh

PROPRI ETORY ARTICLE CERTI FICATE

It is certified that the items "Accessories for Anaesthesia Workstation (Primus)".

required in the P-2 form should be purchased from M/S SBL. MEDICAL SYSTEM. to the

best of my knowledge M/S SBL. MEDICAL SYSTEM are the authorised agents of the sole

manufacturers M/S DRAEGER INDIA PVT. LTD.

Similar items manufactured by other firm(s) shall not be suitable for our purpose for

the following reasons -

ul 4Iw loi2

(Sign of the lndenter) \'$W/
Dated - =l glurY
Designatio n - TAV
Department - h\eqal^*{.s,*

Recommend at on.-

N.B.: The indenter before recording the above certificate should satisfy himself that the

article is genuinely of proprietary nature manufactured under patent laws.

orq-qrd lDr. SanjaY Agrawal

46537/2022/1
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Drtissr

Ref No: DI PLICO I tp lZt)ZZ fi-, (:p CN A/07 7 {t3"03"2022

T', 
t

Ihe Direclor
AIIMS,
Virbhadra Road Shiv4ji Nagar, Near Ban.age,
Rishikesh-2 49203 ( LI. K)

rtilicate

lhis is to certity that tlLe ratcs quotecl by our distributor S[]1. Meclical Systems is l,west
attd are not nlore tlran thc rates charged to anv cithcr governnrent instirute/ serni (ieivt./
Autonrtmous hodicsl I)("is&D" New Delhi. 'l-hcse itt--,rs arc proprielary in nlturc ancl are
mea,t fbr Draege. eq.ipnrent's 

'rly & n. other make is conrpatible.

ia Pvt" Ltd.

nat<.lrv

RFGISTEREO OFTICE

Drur-'ger llciia Frivote Li,rilr'a
OiN: U29100MH2C1,FTC2St j0:)
'l(,!' aioor Cont$erz 2.
Inlcrigtierial BusinesS []trk,
OUnroi Gtrden Clty
Oll Wo.::ern Erprcr,s tiigh*.:y
(,,rrFr:sr,rr [:.rs: l"lrrr.rLrai [,1i.i - .:lr.\aj tj.).]
raPw r:r)ari:cr aii)r$
i-ri rg1 12 iji:j3 5000

BRANCH OFTICES

AhLrle(l.brrd i ilcnqalurr I Otte.:rai
K.r.ili i (uii)rn I Luclr;:rr I Naw.Dr,lii
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Drager Anesthesia Workstation Accessories I GeM

Home n Accessories

SEARCH : Drager Anesthesia Workstation Accessories X

No Products Found For Your Search

Suggestions:

o Try different keywords

o Make sure all the words are spelled correctly

ABOUT GeM

lntroduction to GeM

Statistics

Right to lnformation

Analytics

New on GeM

BRAND GeM

PRODUCT HTSTORY o

RESOURCES

GeM Handbook

OM's/Circulars

Terms and Conditions

Policies/Ma n uals

M iscellaneous

MOU'S

WEB INFO

Terms of Use

Website Policies

Document Help

Sitemap

Web lnformation Manager

NEWS & EVENTS

Newsroom

Gallery

Notifications

https://mkp.gem.gov.in/search?q=Drager Anesthesia Workstation Accessories 1t2
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All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Rishikesh 
(Uttarakhand) 

 

Date:-………………………. 

 

Draft copy  

Call for Objection Notice 

 

File Reference:- E-Office File No: Proc-MEDE/27/2022-20/...... (Proprietary Article) procurement of 

Accessories for Anaesthesia Workstation (Primus) for the department of Anaesthesiology in AIIMS, 

Rishikesh.  

Subject: “Call for objection” against procurement Accessories for Anaesthesia Workstation (Primus) 

for the department of Anaesthesiology in AIIMS, Rishikesh.  

It is intended to procure Accessories for Anaesthesia Workstation (Primus) on proprietary article 

basis as per provision of GFR, 2017, section 166, directly from M/s SBL Medical Systems against their 

proposal submitted, and by accepting M/s. Draeger India PVT. LTD. as the sole manufacturer/Supplier 

of Accessories for Anaesthesia Workstation (Primus) which satisfies all requirements of being a 

proprietary item.  

Relevant documents are published on Institute website & CPP portal for inviting 

objections/claims/comments if any, from eligible manufacturer/supplier, before accepting the claim of 

earlier said manufacturer and accordingly making procurement under proprietary article.     

Objections/claims/comments should be sent to the office of Senior Administration Officer, AIIMS 

Rishikesh in a sealed envelope with above mentioned subject & reference number, or by e-mail at 

sao@aiimsrishikesh.edu.in within 21 days from the date of publication of this notice i.e. on or before 

......../......./2022 up to 05:00 PM.   

After due date, it will be assumed that no manufacturer/supplier has any objection/claim against 

above mentioned equipment article & same will be consider as proprietary article.  

 

 

  

   (Rajendra Kumar) 

Procurement Officer 

AIIMS, Rishikesh  
 

Enclosure: - 

 PAC by Manufacturer 

 PAC by indenting Department (Form P3) 

 Form P2 with Technical Specification 

 

47431/2022/H-STORE
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GeM Availability Report and Past Transaction Summary

GeM Availability Report and past transaction summary report is generated based on the specifications

searched by the Buyer. The specification may be modified appropriately for searching relevant

categories on GeM. Buyer may navigate to GeM category page by clicking on the category link to view

category specifications and products/services available in the category.

Order Count and Order Value displayed is on a cumulative basis since GeM inception.

1. Search String: SPO2 SENSOR ADULT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Report ID: GEM/GARPTS/05072022/GOKLIUFHHUMZ
Report Name: accessories of Dreager Anesthesia Workstation
Generated By: Arvind Kumar Chauhan , Department of Health and Family Welfare , Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare

Generated On: 05/07/2022
Valid till: 04/08/2022

51842/2022/H-STORE
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Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

shoes school pvc boys
girls

546 1,142 7 45 901 7 157

Sulfur Dioxide(SO2)
Detector (version 2.0)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ICU Ventilator 1,431 26 20 125 107 5,051 14,231

Portable Ventilator 1,278 155 12 74 571 323 4,104

Anatomical Face
Masks

301 542 6 29 112 1 14

BiPAP Full Face Mask 1,383 893 12 61 1,021 60 345

2. Search String: ECG -5 LEAD draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

ECG Electrodes 208 600 4 37 339 6 35

51842/2022/H-STORE
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Battery Secondary Lead
Acid MT Type (Defence)

62 1 44 34 2 2,242 1,612

ECG Machine 6,727 1,629 60 386 2,239 279 1,439

Soda Lime (as Carbon
Dioxide absorbent) - IS
5321

46 87 3 4 56 6 3

ECG RECORDING
PAPER

92 497 2 12 97 0 1

Buy Back - Small Sized
Valve Regulated Lead
Acid Batteries

268 2,413 32 258 826 28 279

ECG Pagewriter machine 4 3 0 0 3 0 0

Anti-Microbial Impregnated
Triple Lumen Catheter

14 14 0 1 16 0 1

ecg chest suction bulb
electrode

38 113 0 1 14 0 0

Network Theorem Kit For
Educational Purpose

6,307 11,404 27 208 4,150 25 321

3. Search String: TEMPRATURE PROBE NASAL ADULT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

51842/2022/H-STORE
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Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Echo Cardiography
Scanning Machine

274 0 14 45 0 1,653 2,960

High Flow Nasal
Oxygen Therapy Unit

558 118 14 108 402 101 4,950

ICU Ventilator 1,431 26 20 125 107 5,051 14,231

Portable Ventilator 1,278 155 12 74 571 323 4,104

Anatomical Face
Masks

301 542 6 29 112 1 14

4. Search String: TEMPRATURE PROBE SKIN ADULT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Echo Cardiography
Scanning Machine

274 0 14 45 0 1,653 2,960

51842/2022/H-STORE
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Portable Ventilator 1,278 155 12 74 571 323 4,104

ICU Ventilator 1,431 26 20 125 107 5,051 14,231

Anatomical Face
Masks

301 542 6 29 112 1 14

BiPAP Full Face
Mask

1,383 893 12 61 1,021 60 345

5. Search String: BIS SENSOR draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Occupancy sensor 12 15 0 0 1 0 0

Safety Footwear - Bis
Specification-IS:15298
Part 2

7,147 1,757 110 709 1,119 1,117 2,943

Photoelectric Sensor 13 12 0 0 4 0 0

Sulfur Dioxide(SO2)
Detector (version 2.0)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

51842/2022/H-STORE
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LVDT Sensor 5 4 0 0 0 0 0

Industrial Safety Gloves-
Leather and Cotton

859 1,740 21 203 370 106 564

Temperature sensor 11 32 0 1 5 0 2

Anaesthesia Workstation 923 103 19 93 308 1,274 5,948

Ultrasonic Sensor 8 34 0 0 1 0 0

Mosquito Nets- as per IS:
9886

417 1,142 7 38 827 87 84

6. Search String: BIS SENSOR PEAD draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Sulfur Dioxide(SO2)
Detector (version 2.0)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7. Search String: WATER LOCK draeger

Search type: Product

51842/2022/H-STORE
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1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Weight Lock 14 41 0 2 0 0 0

Potable water
purification system
Reverse Osmosis or
UV based

24,178 17,251 144 1,421 11,261 785 5,650

Lock Washer 8 54 0 0 0 0 0

Bubble CPAP 148 136 11 39 395 285 1,316

Pedestal Safety Lock 29 559 0 1 45 0 0

Revolving Chair 3,16,096 1,01,056 493 9,044 46,885 1,082 13,820

Lock Stopper key 3 6 0 0 0 0 0

Anaesthesia
Workstation

923 103 19 93 308 1,274 5,948

Lock Nut (BHEL) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

water baths 6,695 1,672 18 160 1,073 6 90

8. Search String: SAMPLE LINE SET draeger

51842/2022/H-STORE
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Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

intracompartmental
pressure monitoring set
accessories (Pressure
Monitoring Line)

632 682 9 21 597 17 16

Novel Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Sample
Collection Kit

1,518 980 55 423 1,725 1,596 15,376

Network Theorem Kit For
Educational Purpose

6,307 11,404 27 208 4,150 25 321

9. Search String: NIBP CUFF M draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

51842/2022/H-STORE
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3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category
Name

Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Weight cuffs 81 141 0 13 13 0 2

10. Search String: BLUE SET ANAESTHESIA (ADULT) draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.
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Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

epidural anesthesia kit or
epidural catheter set

154 295 1 15 302 0 24

Closed Circuit Suction
Set

251 184 7 14 296 11 16

continuous plexus
anaesthesia sets
anesthesia nerve block
trays or needles

61 136 1 9 299 0 47

Anaesthesia Workstation 923 103 19 93 308 1,274 5,948

Percutaneous
Tracheostomy Dilation
Set

22 34 2 5 56 8 7

ICU Ventilator 1,431 26 20 125 107 5,051 14,231

11. Search String: D/S ANAESTHESIA CIRCUIT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)
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Category Name
Catalog
Count

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Miniature Circuit
Breakers-IS 60898-
1:2002

10,381 41,198 223 4,031 6,931 90 1,152

Anaesthesia Workstation 923 103 19 93 308 1,274 5,948

Molded Case Circuit
Breakers (Mccb)-
IS/IEC:60947

4,883 13,828 104 1,399 8,090 125 1,000

Rccb-Residual Current
Operated Circuit -
Breakers-IS 12640

2,011 1,022 18 383 553 21 448
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GeM Availability Report and Past Transaction Summary

GeM Availability Report and past transaction summary report is generated based on the specifications

searched by the Buyer. The specification may be modified appropriately for searching relevant

categories on GeM. Buyer may navigate to GeM category page by clicking on the category link to view

category specifications and products/services available in the category.

Order Count and Order Value displayed is on a cumulative basis since GeM inception.

1. Search String: SPO2 SENSOR ADULT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Report ID: GEM/GARPTS/25082022/WVIMJ8TG25JZ
Report Name: accessories of Dreager Anesthesia Workstation
Generated By: Arvind Kumar Chauhan , Department of Health and Family Welfare , Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare

Generated On: 25/08/2022
Valid till: 24/09/2022
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Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

shoes school pvc boys
girls

703 1,389 7 45 1,166 7 157

Sulfur Dioxide(SO2)
Detector (version 2.0)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

ICU Ventilator 1,645 26 21 129 107 5,134 16,829

Multi Gas Detector
(Version 1.0)

15 2 0 0 1 0 0

Portable Ventilator 1,365 159 12 74 587 323 4,104

2. Search String: ECG -5 LEAD draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

ECG Electrodes 220 673 5 43 377 7 41

Battery Secondary Lead
99 1 49 42 2 2,412 1,820
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Acid MT Type (Defence)
99 1 49 42 2 2,412 1,820

ECG Machine 12,588 1,711 65 409 2,345 286 1,474

Soda Lime (as Carbon
Dioxide absorbent) - IS
5321

53 103 4 5 62 14 3

ECG RECORDING
PAPER

123 669 2 15 133 0 2

Buy Back - Small Sized
Valve Regulated Lead
Acid Batteries

276 2,530 34 269 864 29 300

ECG Pagewriter machine 5 6 0 0 8 0 0

Anti-Microbial Impregnated
Triple Lumen Catheter

23 20 0 2 28 0 7

ecg chest suction bulb
electrode

38 124 0 1 16 0 0

Rechargeable SMF lead
Acid battery

139 319 11 51 137 35 109

3. Search String: TEMPRATURE PROBE NASAL ADULT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.
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Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Echo Cardiography
Scanning Machine

337 1 14 47 4 1,653 3,164

High Flow Nasal
Oxygen Therapy Unit

633 118 14 108 402 101 4,950

ICU Ventilator 1,645 26 21 129 107 5,134 16,829

Portable Ventilator 1,365 159 12 74 587 323 4,104

4. Search String: TEMPRATURE PROBE SKIN ADULT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Echo Cardiography
Scanning Machine

337 1 14 47 4 1,653 3,164

5. Search String: BIS SENSOR draeger
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Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Occupancy sensor 45 19 0 1 1 0 1

Safety Footwear - Bis
Specification-IS:15298
Part 2

8,742 1,939 119 782 1,257 1,185 3,262

Photoelectric Sensor 15 14 0 0 4 0 0

Sulfur Dioxide(SO2)
Detector (version 2.0)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Force Sensor 1 5 0 0 0 0 0

Industrial Safety Gloves-
Leather and Cotton

1,030 1,946 28 225 407 175 593

Ultrasonic Sensor 9 36 0 0 1 0 0

Multi Gas Detector
(Version 1.0)

15 2 0 0 1 0 0

Temperature sensor 11 45 0 2 5 0 2

Mosquito Nets- as per IS:
461 1,301 7 44 870 87 86
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9886
461 1,301 7 44 870 87 86

6. Search String: BIS SENSOR PEAD draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Multi Gas Detector
(Version 1.0)

15 2 0 0 1 0 0

Sulfur Dioxide(SO2)
Detector (version 2.0)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

7. Search String: WATER LOCK draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
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GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Lock Washer 14 88 0 0 1 0 0

Potable water
purification system
Reverse Osmosis or UV
based

30,278 18,832 159 1,522 12,365 805 5,807

Weight Lock 19 47 0 2 1 0 0

Anaesthesia Workstation 1,189 104 21 105 313 1,423 6,840

Pedestal Safety Lock 33 698 0 1 57 0 0

Lock Stopper key 3 6 0 0 0 0 0

Fire Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA-EN 137)

317 64 21 107 138 938 586

Lock Nut (BHEL) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

Steel Bookcases-
IS:7761

13,027 11,731 57 717 5,094 220 1,438

Wheel Tyre Lock Clamp 63 115 4 6 32 65 4

8. Search String: SAMPLE LINE SET draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.
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2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

intracompartmental
pressure monitoring set
accessories (Pressure
Monitoring Line)

659 710 9 21 630 17 16

Novel Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Sample
Collection Kit

1,647 1,004 57 434 1,766 1,772 15,603

9. Search String: NIBP CUFF M draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:
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It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category
Name

Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Weight cuffs 162 180 1 16 15 0 3

10. Search String: BLUE SET ANAESTHESIA (ADULT) draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

epidural anesthesia kit or
epidural catheter set

178 335 1 19 338 0 40
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Closed Circuit Suction
Set

274 198 7 14 331 11 16

continuous plexus
anaesthesia sets
anesthesia nerve block
trays or needles

61 144 1 9 302 0 47

Anaesthesia Workstation 1,189 104 21 105 313 1,423 6,840

Percutaneous
Tracheostomy Dilation
Set

33 45 2 5 86 8 7

Tie Neck Polyester - IAF
Specification

6,079 546 0 7 59 0 11

ICU Ventilator 1,645 26 21 129 107 5,134 16,829

11. Search String: D/S ANAESTHESIA CIRCUIT draeger

Search type: Product

1. There are categories available on GeM matching your requirements (as listed here). You can
create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add
additional parameters in specifications through Corrigendum using RMS functionality.

2. If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating request also
through RMS.

3. If you do not want to use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on
GeM for future procurement.

Search Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching requirements" by the
buyer with undertaking as under:

It is certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and I am
satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values( LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories. It is also certified that the
technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name
Catalog
Count

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Direct
Purchase

Reverse
Auction Bid

Miniature Circuit
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Breakers-IS 60898-
1:2002

11,578 44,036 234 4,249 7,360 92 1,207

Anaesthesia Workstation 1,189 104 21 105 313 1,423 6,840

Molded Case Circuit
Breakers (Mccb)-
IS/IEC:60947

5,624 14,542 110 1,474 8,565 129 1,068

Rccb-Residual Current
Operated Circuit -
Breakers-IS 12640

2,215 1,099 17 445 601 18 491
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P-3 Form

(to be attached with P-2 form for Proprietary Item)

AIIMS Rishikesh

PROPRI ETORY ARTICLE CERTI FICATE

It is certified that the items "Accessories for Anaesthesia Workstation (Primus)".

required in the P-2 form should be purchased from M/S SBL. MEDICAL SYSTEM. to the

best of my knowledge M/S SBL. MEDICAL SYSTEM are the authorised agents of the sole

manufacturers M/S DRAEGER INDIA PVT. LTD.

Similar items manufactured by other firm(s) shall not be suitable for our purpose for

the following reasons -

ul 4Iw loi2

(Sign of the lndenter) \'$W/
Dated - =l glurY
Designatio n - TAV
Department - h\eqal^*{.s,*

Recommend at on.-

N.B.: The indenter before recording the above certificate should satisfy himself that the

article is genuinely of proprietary nature manufactured under patent laws.

orq-qrd lDr. SanjaY Agrawal
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